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Xanser Corporation (NYSE: XNR) provides technology-

based and technical services worldwide. Xanser’s

operations deliver business knowledge and solutions to

customers. Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Xanser’s

operations consist of an information technology services

company, Xtria, and an international technical services

firm, Furmanite. Xtria is a provider of business solutions

and information technology services. Xtria serves

organizations in the healthcare, finance and insurance

industries, and agencies of the federal and state

government.  Xtria’s solutions and services enable clients

to operate at greater efficiencies by more effectively

managing risk, enhancing data security, ensuring

information privacy and related accreditation and

regulatory compliance.  Solutions are built on

Xtria’s deep experience in vertical business

segments, application integration and 

high-end infrastructure design. Furmanite,

one of the world’s largest specialty technical services

companies, delivers a broad portfolio of engineering

solutions that keep facilities operating, minimizing

downtime and maximizing profitability. Furmanite’s

diverse, global customer base includes offshore and 

land-based drilling operations, pipelines, refineries and

power generation facilities, steel mills, automotive

manufacturers, pulp and paper mills, food and beverage

processing plants, semi-conductor manufacturers and

pharmaceutical manufacturers. Furmanite operates more

than 40 offices on five continents. For more information, 

visit www.xanser.com.



DELIBERATE STRATEGY…DELIBERATE PROGRESS. 

In 2002, we executed a deliberate strategy to invest in building Xanser Corporation for the long term. We undertook

extensive management efforts and made strategic investments in our infrastructure, capacity, product development,

and sales and marketing. Every effort, every change was weighed and tested against our strategic vision and our goal

of positioning this company for the future.

Xanser was formed from the information technology and technical services operating subsidiaries of the former

Kaneb Services on July 2, 2001. At that time, as a relatively small but profitable company, we faced a real dilemma:

whether to maintain status quo and remain small, or to make the tough decision to reconfigure the business and

position it in such a way that we could grow it into something of real substance.

We made the tough decision, with full knowledge that it would require significant change and a substantial

investment of time, energy, focus and capital. We knew that 2002 would be a difficult year from the

financial perspective, as we would be sacrificing current earnings with our eye on the real objective – a

market-focused enterprise participating in a meaningful way in large markets. 

During the year, we invested in the development of new information technology products –

enterprise solutions for healthcare and for insurance. We invested in infrastructure and

capacity to support our proven capability to attract, manage and maintain significant

business in information technology and technical services. We repositioned and

improved our operations, adding significant sales and marketing capabilities and expanded

our services offering.

We started 2002 with a loss – a direct effect of the changes that we were making. While we continued

to focus on those changes throughout the year, we steadily reduced our loss every quarter. We expect 

to return to profitability in 2003, as we begin to see the return on the investments we made during 2002.

Around the world, in 25 countries, with an expert workforce 1,200 strong, we are working to build Xanser into a

successful enterprise, driving growth for our shareholders. We are confident in our strategy and in our progress.  

We look forward to a very good year and a very bright future.

John R. Barnes

Chairman of the Board, President

And Chief Executive Officer

March 27, 2003
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In 2002, Xanser’s technical services business, Furmanite, made significant progress. Building on its

inherent strengths - the most recognized and respected brand in technical field services, a

worldwide presence, superb engineering capabilities and strong customer relationships –

Furmanite is creating a new service niche in asset optimization that is focused on keeping

its customers’ critical assets on-line and fully operational for maximum customer profit. 

Additionally, throughout the year, comprehensive and deliberate efforts were

focused on maintaining and improving Furmanite’s fundamental strengths

in the delivery and execution of services, while refocusing the company

to be more sales driven and more profit oriented. 

FURMANITE: Creating
a new service niche

in asset optimizat ion.
O u r g o a l : T o b e t h e

dominant global player in our
t e c h n i c a l s e r v i c e s m a r k e t .  

Furmanite is well positioned for growth. In the United States, operations are reaping the

benefit of a new organizational model that has deployed people and assets more effectively and

that has significantly increased capacity in sales and marketing. In the United Kingdom, Furmanite is

the market leader, with its U.K. operation also serving as the company’s center for research and

development and innovation. Furmanite serves customers in every major element in the energy and power

supply chain – from offshore drilling operations, to pipelines, refineries and power generation facilities. Its

customers also include steel mills, automotive manufacturers, pulp and paper mills, food and beverage processing

plants, semi-conductor manufacturers and pharmaceutical manufacturers.

XANSER OPERATIONS DELIVER 
KNOWLEDGE & SOLUTIONS.



Throughout the worldwide power and process industries, regulations relating to environmental issues along

with other financial requirements have placed pressure on companies to raise operating efficiency and

reduce energy consumption, while maintaining maximum production levels. As a result, in many facilities, the

drive to maximize productivity and profitability causes uptime to be extended and the interval lengthened

between planned shutdowns for maintenance. Furmanite’s comprehensive services provide on-site, on-line

repairs and monitoring of critical systems, allowing a plant to continue operations, in addition to

Furmanite’s full service support for planned maintenance shutdowns. 

Furmanite’s Engineered Solutions Group, known globally for accomplishing the impossible,

continually researches and develops new technologies to solve its customers’ most critical

problems. A recent example of their efforts is composites technology that applies a

combination of carbon fiber and epoxy resin to form a permanent repair capable of

restoring full structural strength and pressure integrity without the necessity of

bringing the plant down for repairs. 

Furmanite is building for the future on a foundation of proven assets and

on new capabilities in the transfer of solutions, best practices,

engineering and asset optimization across industry sectors. Long

known for its ability to solve difficult problems for customers,

Furmanite is leveraging its worldwide reputation for

engineering expertise and innovation to drive growth through

the delivery of comprehensive solutions that protect and manage

customers’ critical assets.

X T R I A : F o c u s i n g o n
solutions for integrated
decision support and risk
m a n a g e m e n t t h a t e n s u r e
p o i n t - o f - s e r v i c e e x c e l l e n c e .

Xanser’s goal in its information technology business, Xtria, is to become a major player in the

technology services sector of the healthcare, financial and insurance markets. Throughout 2002, there was

an intensive focus on building the infrastructure, capabilities and enterprise solution sets for these markets.

These new solution sets will greatly expand Xtria’s technology services offerings for the healthcare, financial and

insurance markets.



Healthcare underwent a significant change when film x-rays evolved into digital imaging. Xtria was at the

forefront of this change and has made important contributions to that evolution through the development and

deployment of major innovations in Picture Archiving Communications Systems (PACS) that support the

distribution of digital images throughout a hospital or healthcare system, or to remote workstations in

physicians’ homes. Xtria’s healthcare group is known among its customers for its superb talent and exceptional

delivery. Xtria will be expanding its delivery of this quality service to a much larger customer base through

an enhanced sales and marketing capability initiated in late 2002.

As the healthcare industry continues to evolve, Xtria is at the forefront of innovation. In 2002, 

Xtria made strategic investments in the development of its enterprise solution for healthcare 

that targets compliance, training and security. As a result of regulations and accreditation

mandates, healthcare enterprises – from hospitals, to health plans, to physician practices

– are required to meet specific standards for patient privacy and security, monitor

and report compliance, as well as provide ongoing training to staff. Xtria’s

enterprise solution helps healthcare organizations meet these mandated

standards and requirements, and, more importantly, provides a flexible,

scaleable platform for the management and distribution of data across

the enterprise. 

In the second half of 2002, Xtria began the development of

what will be a comprehensive suite of new products for the

insurance sector that were based on existing installed products.

The first new product of that suite, a Web-hosted, fully integrated

solution for insuring collateral on auto loans, underwent initial testing

with major customers in the fourth quarter. Customer response was

overwhelmingly positive. Xtria will begin converting existing customers to

the new product in the first half of 2003, and will offer it to the broader

marketplace later in the year. Xtria’s new products are the next generation and a

significant enhancement of its current solutions. 

Innovative solutions and services enable Xtria to be the business and information systems

partner for a wide range of governmental agencies. Xtria designs, develops and administers

solutions that assess child development, education and social services programs, and performs

technical consulting services for federal, state and local agencies. 

Xtria is building for the future on a foundation of superior technology complemented by expert market

knowledge and experience in the healthcare, financial, and insurance markets to achieve its goal of

becoming a major player in technology services for these markets.

XANSER: Building for the future.
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